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PH ILOSOPH ICAL NOTES

Series. Swedenborg makes much of the importance of the 
doctrine of series. A  series is not only distinct from other series 
but its elements are distinct from each other. In each of his 
series there is a fundamental unit as illustrated by the first natural 
point in the mineral kingdom and the simple fibre in the animal 
kingdom. In the earlier works he often refers to this element in 
a series as a “ simple;”  in the Animal Kingdom and the Rational 
Psychology he calls this element a “ unity.”

Science has added much to our knowledge about the world since 
Swedenborg’s day and in the process has filled the concept of 
series with more and more content. Yet the concept of a “ simple” 
or “ unity”  of a given series as being distinct from the “ simple” 
or “ unity” of another series has not always stood out in as much 
clearness as it should.

Materialism for example would have everything made of a 
primordial element. In this case it would seem that creation is 
a single series of which this primordial element would be the unity. 
To emphasize this idea mind and body would be in the same series.

It appears that Swedenborg’s original concept of series (plural) 
can be illustrated by a consideration of, say, atoms, amoebas, and 
heart cells as possible examples of unities of different series.

Atoms. The word “ atom” is a sign that represents a way in 
which man’s knowledge is limited. Ever since Epicurus— until 
recently— “ atom” has meant the smallest thing of nature. If 
atoms are joined together in large enough numbers they become 
sensitive to touch or sight. Their individuality could not be known 
because it was only in large groups of them that they were known. 
Man knew something about iron but he did not know anything 
about the individual unit which ceased to be iron upon further 
division of the atom of iron— if indeed it could be divided.

Yet this lack of knowledge was not always a confession of 
ignorance, rather it was a statement of knowledge. It resulted, 
as happens so often, that man sought to derive truth from language 
itself. Thus: since the root meaning of atom meant “ uncut,”  the 
atom was indivisible. One whose knowledge is limited to language 
itself is often persuaded that there is something true about it. 
Yet the root meaning of a word can only include the wisdom or
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the ignorance implied in its first usage. If the atom was regarded 
as indivisible it was so only because of what was known before 
this century.

Although up to the middle of the nineteenth century the term 
“ atom” was largely reserved for the unit of matter which was in
divisible, the indivisibility idea contained in the term was so pow
erful that “ atom” became attached also to other things. Science 
was interested not only in matter; there is electricity, for example. 
And so the smallest unit of electricity came to be referred to as 
an “ atom of electricity.” Another example is given by Webster’s 
dictionary which says that there were also “ atoms of energy.” 

Swedenborg wrote the Principia over a hundred and fifty years 
before people began to think seriously about the internal structure 
of the atom. Yet it was the nature of his cosmology that it as
sumed the existence of structures far more subtle than atoms. 
They were not solid mass points nor static structures. Cause 
and effect relations in Swedenborg’s thinking demanded that these 
structures result from the activity of something. Thus his “ atoms” 
on every plane or degree of creation were dynamic.

Today the atom is no longer regarded as a fixed static particle 
— indivisible and permanent. Three of its parts— the electrons, 
neutrons, and protons— can unite in many ways. In the descrip
tions of these ways, however, there is ever present the need to 
require not only geometry and energy relations derived therefrom 
but also energy-mass relations. Thus the atom is a very complex 
object which cannot be described by geometry alone. There is an 
activity within the atom which defiies description by geometry.

Nor is this all. The mere hypothesis that electrons, neutrons, 
and protons exist is not enough to explain even the phenomena 
which are crude enough to be sensed by man. There are experi
ments that demand that these particles also have structure. For 
example: by the Bohr-Sommerfeld theory of the atom, the activity 
of the electron within the atom was made to account in a large 
measure for radiation which could be analyzed by the spectroscope. 
Yet there were many spectral lines not accounted for, and the 
cause and effect relations were not always very happily complete in 
cases where lines were explained. By sacrificing the space and 
time model representation Schroedinger and Heisenberg in the

 quantum theory were able to provide a formally mathematical way 
of giving a much more complete accounting of the spectral lines.
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Yet even this was insufficient. Its incompleteness seems to have 
been caused by a limitation to the essential nature of the Bohr 
theory that involved the state of the electron regarded as a unit. 
At a subsequent date Dirac was able to add to the description 
through his application of the relativity theory to the electron. 
From this moment on the electron itself as well as the atom could 
be regarded as having structure. In fact it was in the course of 
these developments that the variety possible in this structure led 
to the concept of the positive electron by Dirac which was not 
discovered experimentally until some time later by Anderson.

In addition to the three particles mentioned, which are parts 
of the atom, there are more than thirty other elementary particles of 
physics. No one today presumes these to be structureless mass 
points.

Yet the question persists unanswered: “ If the atom has parts, 
what is the nature of its structure ?” Bohr in the early part of 
this century gave such a picture. And he together with Sommer- 
feld and others added refinements to this picture or model to 
account for experiment more accurately. With the modern quan
tum theory this effect was arrested. No geometrical picture could 
include all of the necessary features. It was as if one wished to 
make a model of an idea. The Bohr model continues to be a 
pedagogical tool to introduce young minds into thinking about the 
nature of the atom. But no corresponding model is designed for 
smaller parts of nature except as temporary aids to advance theo
retical thinking.

To describe nature at this level requires more than geometry, 
more than our perceptions of color and other forms of wave motion, 
more than models can represent. Even language which depends 
for its roots upon what man has seen and heard and touched in 
these is inadequate— and pushed to an extreme can be fallacious. 
We are not always conscious of the fact that language, unless it is 
superficially descriptive, is abstract. And so the physicist gives 
his description of the particles of nature in that language which 
emphasizes this fact, namely mathematics, which goes beyond mere 
geometrical representations.

Swedenborg in his Principia was faced with the problem of 
making geometry do for his models of some of the finites. Yet 
while writing of the first natural point there is no pretense by 
him of the use of geometry. He says, for example, “ Since there
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fore this point can receive no adequate demonstration of itself 
in the way of geometry, we must have recourse to the principles 
and axioms of rational philosophy . . .” (Clissold ed., Vol. 1,
p. 62).

Even much later while discussing the second finite and spiral 
motion Swedenborg cautions us of the inadequacy of geometry to 
describe. He says, “ It cannot be concluded from principles of 
geometry, but only from those of reason, that the motion in a 
point is spiral” (Clissold ed., Vol. 1, p. 102).

Swedenborg in the Principia discusses a series made up of the 
elements. The first element in this series is called the first natural 
point. It is probable that had Swedenborg’s language of the 
Animal Kingdom been used as early as when the Principia was 
written he would have used the word “ unity.”

There are other series in creation, and a further example is 
that of the animal kingdom.

Amoebas. When I went to school I was taught in zoology 
that the amoeba was a single celled animal. The amoeba then is 
the smallest animal unit. There is no other analogy with the atom 
than this superficial one of size. Atoms join together to make 
larger physical particles but amoebas do not join together to make 
larger animals.

However, because amoebas are single celled animals we might 
carry over our discussion about structure concerning the physical 
particles to the amoeba. Does it have structure ? In older zoology 
books the amoeba had structure but the very simplest.

In the British magazine New Scientist for February 2, 1961, 
there is a small article entitled “ New Look for Amoeba’s Struc
ture.”

“Although an accurate knowledge of the consistency of the cell sub
stance, the cytoplasm, in different regions of a moving Amoeba is necessary 
for an understanding of how it moves, the information so far available is 
fragmentary and largely incorrect. This assertion was recently made by 
a zoologist from Princeton University who has now described the results 
of his study of this topic. He deduced the consistency of the material 
from the rate of movement of intracellular particles through the cytoplasm 
under the action of a centrifugal force (R . D. Allen, Journal of Biophysical 
and Biochemical Cytology, Vol. 8, p. 379). He made observations of the 
movements of naturally occurring crystals of carbonyl diurea inside the 
Amoeba with a centrifuge microscope.
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“ Dr. Allen found that in three species of Amoeba, particles moved with 
variable velocities through the cytoplasm, indicating that its consistency 
was not uniform. The outer layer, or ectoplasm, showed most resistance 
to the movement of particles, which was more noticeable at the front 
than at the rear. Inside the ‘shear zone’ at the front and middle, and 
the ‘recruitment zone’ at the back were the only areas with low viscosity, 
and there was definite evidence of a central area with the consistency 
of a tenuous gel.

“ The existence of such an unsuspected ‘axial endoplasm' was indicated 
both by the greater resistance to displacement shown by particles inside 
that region and also by its hindrance to the passage through the central 
area of particles moved from other areas. This gel-like axial endoplasm 
is probably pulled forward by contraction of the anterior ‘fountain zone* 
to the advancing ridge of the ectoplasmic tube or pseudo podium which 
Amoeba puts forward when it moves. Thus this minute animal, often 
used as an example of simplicity for those beginning biology, shows un
suspected complexity when examined closely and carefully enough"

The amoeba, which is a single-celled animal, can be regarded 
as the first in its series of kingdom animalia. “ Higher”  animals 
are so called because of their place in this series. The rudiments 
of the animal body, although complex in the amoeba as indicated 
in the above quotations, are even more complex in higher animals.

The study of this complexity leads to a further series, namely, 
the series which describes the complexity of the individual organs.

Heart Cells. Our geometry books had a postulate which stated 
that “ the whole is equal to the sum of its parts.”  The axioms 
and postulates of a discipline define the subject matter of the 
discipline. And this postulate limits the application of Euclidean 
geometry to a discussion of objects in which the whole does equal 
the sum of its parts.

Obviously there are many collections of objects to which this 
postulate does not apply. The heart fashioned as it is of heart 
cells is much more than the sum of its cells. Even its individual 
cells are different when they are part of a heart than when on 
their own. Another short article in the New Scientist, ibid., is 
entitled “ Heart Cells Beat Together.”

“The synchronous beating of heart muscle presents an interesting and 
unsolved problem. Although intact heart muscle seems to be a continuous 
tissue with many nuclei and no inter-cellular boundaries, I. Harary and B. 
Farley have succeeded in producing cultures of single, mono-nuclear, cells 
from the hearts of young rats ( Science, Volume 132, p. 1839).
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“When the cells in the cultures are not in contact the beating rates of 
the individual cells may be quite different from each other— from 30 to 80 
beats per minute. But as processes put out by the cells touch one another 
the cells thus brought into contact start to beat together. Eventually the 
whole tissue mass beats synchronously and then begins to form beating 
fibres of the type found in the intact heart.

“ The synchronization is not affected by drugs which are known to act 
on nerve-muscle junctions, so that nervous action between the individual 
cells cannot be cited as the cause. Indeed, the synchronous beat seems to 
be some sort of average resonant frequency of the group of cells in contact; 
when a synchronously beating culture is divided the two parts take up new 
beating frequencies, different from each other though synchronous within 
each part.

“ This system, in which the cellular function can be evaluated simply 
and quantitatively, will lend itself well to studies of cellular communication, 
organization and differentiation.”

Many years ago Swedenborg was led to ideas of the existence 
of the “ simples” in an organ, and also of the relation of a motion 
of a simple when separated by itself. While discussing the mo
tion of the adult heart, for example, he says:

“ There are as many distinct degrees of motive fibres as there are fluids 
in the vessels . . . the first, or primitive motive fibre, is the very fibre that 
in the brain is called the medullary fibre . . . the second is . . . the vessel 
of the purer or white blood . . . called . . . the white motive fibre. The 
third . . .  is the vessel of the red blood . . .  it is properly called the motive 
fibre. . . . The fourth . . .  is the muscle itself . . . duly evolved from its 
own motive fibres. . . . There are then four degrees of motive fibres, the 
first of which we may term simple, and the last highly compound . . 
( E A K  1-502).

As is indicated in the article from the New Scientist the heart 
cells have a natural motion of their own but this motion is syn
chronized with that of the other cells in the living heart. Sweden
borg discusses similar phenomena. He says:

" . there are causes of muscular motion on the part of the body, which 
causes are numerous, . . . When the stomach is excised, and removed 
from its natural situation, it readily exhibits the creeping motions peculiar 
to it, for the folds and gyrations belonging to its cavity it frequently after 
death presents in a state of motion, just as if it were alive; this would 
by no means be the case unless the cause of its action arose from the body, 
for it cannot arise from the cerebellum from which it is now separated. . . . 
The large arteries and veins of the body preserve the mode of action which 
is natural to them, even though the nerves supplying them be separated 
from them, as we learn from an experiment made by Vieussens. . . . The
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same law holds with regard to the heart, whose vena cava and auricle, 
even after separation from the brains or removal from the thorax, com
monly return very soon to their accustomed vibrations upon contact with 
any foreign body . ." (E A K  1-507).

When, however, the body element is in its proper place in the 
living body, Swedenborg taught that its motion was not alone due 
to this cause which resided in the element. He says:

' ‘In the following remarks I purpose to designate the cause which pro
ceeds from the brain as internal, because the brain acts immediately upon 
the fluid of the fibre, and the cause which proceeds from the body as 
external, because it exists in the body, and acts extrinsically upon the fibre. 
In the doctrine of muscle, artery, and fibre, the following rule is of the 
first and last importance, namely, that in every particular point of an 
artery there is a likeness of the heart, and in every particular point of a 
fibre, there is a likeness of the brain, and this, in such wise, that there is 
no point in an artery and no point in a fibre, but propels its fluid, just 
as if the beginning were there, and the heart or brain most absolutely 
present. Wherefore when any point of a separated fibre is touched, com
pressed, or otherwise modified, a similar modification instantly flows along 
all the little succeeding branches to the extremities, with this only differ
ence, that touch here modifies but a small number of branches; namely, 
those only which are below the point of contact; while the cerebrum or 
cerebellum modifies all universally, as the heart modifies all the arteries.” 
( E A K  1-507)

Unities. Atoms, amoebas, and heart cells— are these unities? 
Or is it as with the atom— that, even though it is “ uncuttable” , 
can be reduced to still more fundamental parts as the neutron, 
proton and the electron, so with the amoeba and the heart cell can 
they also be reduced to more fundamental parts?

The answers to this question will be of tremendous importance 
to science— and to philosophy. Yet the appearance stands forth 
that these entities— the atom, the amoeba and the heart cell— are 
all very different although material. It is true that cells and 
amoebas are made of atoms— but not by a simple addition. It is 
true that the heart is made of heart cells, but again not by simple 
additions. The more complex animal has the rudiments that an 
amoeba has, but it is not a collection of amoebas.

Each of the important series in the mineral and animal kingdoms 
is constructed in some manner out of “ unities,”  as Swedenborg 
calls them, or in the manner of these unities. But the construction 
is not a simple integration. All matter as it comes to be per
ceived by our senses is made of atoms. Yet those atoms which
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unite to form iron in the lodestone, those which become a heart 
cell, and those that form an amoeba do so because of something 
that is beyond the atom itself.

The philosopher has always toyed with the idea of arriving at 
the ultimate material particle. If he is a monist then all cause 
must reside in this ultimate particle. If he is a dualist then some 
relation between this material particle and what is immaterial 
must be found. Whichever of these last two philosophies we ac
cept we are still in error if our “ primordial element" turns out 
to be a unity in Swedenborg’s sense. This was the error of the 
materialist who was carried away by materialism derived by the 
success of Newtonian mechanics applied to the mass particle. 
Atoms could be regarded as mass particles and much in the series 
of which it was regarded erroneously as a unity could be “ ex
plained” in terms of mechanics of the mass particle. But as it 
turns out the atom was neither a unity nor was it a member of a 
unique series, much less was it a primordial element.

Swedenborg discusses unities with particular application to the 
human body in the Animal Kingdom. He says for example in 
the opening sentence of number 532:

“ In general, the organic forms of the body, whether they be sensoria, or 
muscles, or viscera, are perfect in proportion to the simplicity of the forms 
or ideas that they commence from, and which are their unities.”

In a footnote to this number Swedenborg makes it explicitly 
clear that his unities are not the same as a primordial element. 
He says:

“And congregate entities stand related to their unities, as to their simplest 
parts: but by unities we do not at all mean the monads of Morinus, the 
homoeomeriae of Anaxagoras of Clazomene, or the atoms of Epicurus; or 
the elements, primitives, and simples of some authors, so far as they are 
understood to be indivisible; but those things that are the least in each 
series, and enter its forms, as its essential parts; and which are proper 
to it, and would not suit any other series or form if they were applied to it.”

Thus if atoms, amoebas, and heart cells are unities they are so 
because of their function in distinctive series. Even if it turns 
out that they are not unities because the series can be extended 
further— as seems to be the case with atoms— these series are 
nevertheless distinct. One cannot construct amoebas and heart 
cells by chemical addition of atoms. Nor are amoebas and heart

 cells interchangeable in their series. Thus since all are made of
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matter, and as such are composed of atoms, a proper arrangement 
of atoms alone, although necessary, is not sufficient. Something 
else is needed that makes the atom a unity in its series, that makes 
an amoeba a unity in its series, and a heart cell a unity in its 
series. Thus the distinctiveness of the series is manifest as well 
as their separate unities.

E. F. A.

W H A T  ARE PEOPLE SAYING?

Books and articles in journals are filled with judgments which 
are philosophical in nature. Sometimes they are wittingly made 
as philosophical judgments, but more often they are not so re
garded.

As an example, in a recent textbook the author repeatedly used 
the expression “ really true." Was this done thoughtfully or 
was it a careless use of language? If wittingly used this expres
sion implies that there is something that goes beyond “ truth”—  
as if truth unmodified is something ordinary that can be deepened 
or broadened or given more filler until it becomes “ really true.”  
The philosopher, it would seem, has enough concern for the 
meaning of “ truth”— “ just truth”— to challenge him to the utmost.

There are other terms than “ truth” which when used seem to 
carry such importance that with justification one may ask if the 
author fully intends the strength of meaning in these words as 
he uses them. The conscious influence of “ scientific judgment,” 
the appeal to or denial of the importance of “ doctrinal positions” 
in religion, politics and science, the use of such terms as “ neces
sity,” “ statistical truth,” “ proof,” “ reason,” are all examples where 
a knowledge of philosophy is implied. When a writer says some
thing is “ certain,” or is “ true,” or is “ scientifically proved,” do we 
know what he is talking about? Does he?

Two samples are given from sources where one would not expect 
a demand upon one's philosophical background.

Infallibility of Science

A  recent editorial in The Wall Street Journal (January 3, 1961) 
was devoted to the remarks of Sir Charles Percy Snow to the
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